whether the media they received do come from the legitimate source and to verify whether the content is original. Should the content be manipulated, an effective authentication scheme is expected to tell as much information about the manipulation (e.g. location of tampering) as possible.
The afore-mentioned list is not intended to be exhaustive, but just to identify some possible applications of multimedia authentication.
As Lou et al discussed in [LLL03] , depending on the ways of conveying the authentication data for digital media, authentication techniques can be roughly divided into two categories: labeling-based techniques [CL96, Fri93, LC01, LL00, Que01, SC96] and watermarking-based techniques [HLW03, LLC00, LY03, XA01]. The main difference between these two categories of techniques is that in labeling-based authentication, the authentication data or the signature of the medium is written into a separate file or a header that is separated from the raw data stored in the same file while in watermarking-based authentication, the authentication data is embedded as watermark in the raw data itself.
Compared to watermarking-based techniques, labeling-based techniques potentially have the following advantages.
The data hiding capacity of labeling-based techniques is higher than that of watermarking.
They can detect the change of every single bit of the image data if strict integrity has to be assured.
Given the above benefits, why would researchers propose watermarking approaches?
There are some issues regarding the use of labeling-based techniques:
In labeling-based techniques, storing digital signatures in a separate file, or in the separate header segments of the file containing the raw data incurs significant maintenance overhead and may require extra transmission of the signature file.
When the signed medium is manipulated, the embedded signature is not subjected to the same process of manipulation, which makes it difficult to infer what manipulation has been done and to pinpoint the temporal and spatial localities where tampering occurs.
Traditional digital signatures used for labeling are not suitable for lossy or progressive transmission applications. For example, in the light of network congestion in a progressive transmission scenario, low priority layers of the medium (usually the high frequency components or the details) are likely to be dropped making the received data differ from the original. In this case the received signature generated based on the original medium by the sender will not match its counterpart generated according to the received medium by the recipient. As a result, the received medium will fail the authentication.
Transcoding or converting the format of media protected with labeling-based techniques is not always possible. For example, converting a JPEG image with its authentication data / signature stored in the header to an image format without any header segments means that the signature has to be discarded, making authentication at later stage impossible.
On the contrary, watermarking-based approaches embed the authentication data into the raw data of the host media directly, which will be subjected to the same possible transformation the host media would undergo. Therefore, fragile and semi-fragile digital watermarking schemes do not have the first two afore-mentioned problems. Moreover, by sensibly designing the embedding algorithm, semi-fragile watermarking schemes can also circumvent the last two problems mentioned above. Nevertheless, readers are reminded that no superiority of the semi-fragile schemes over the fragile schemes is implied here. In deciding whether to make the scheme fragile or semi-fragile, the designer has to take the nature of applications and scenario into account since no single optimal scheme available for all applications. Because of their merits, the rest of this chapter will focus on the designing of watermarking-based schemes.
Background
Various types of watermarking schemes have been proposed for different applications.
For the purpose of copyright protection, embedded watermarks are expected to survive various kinds of manipulation to some extent, provided that the altered media are still valuable in terms of commercial significance or acceptable in terms of visual quality.
Therefore, watermarking schemes for copyright protection are typically robust
, i.e., they are trying to ignore or remain insensitive to the influence of malicious or unintended attacks. On the other hand, in medical, forensic, broadcasting, and military applications where content verification and identity authentication are much more of a concern, more emphases are focused on the capability of the watermarking schemes to detect forgeries and impersonation. For example, the staff in a military headquarter always has to be sure that the digital images received come from the right people and the contents are original. Therefore, this type of watermarks is usually fragile or semi-fragile and is expected to be sensitive to attacks [LY03, vvB03, WKBC02, WM00, XA01] . In addition to these two categories of schemes, some hybrid schemes incorporating a robust watermark and a fragile/semi-fragile watermark in attempt to provide copyright protection and authentication simultaneously have also been proposed [VDP02,
This chapter is intended to deal with watermarking schemes for authentication purpose.
A general authentication framework based on digital watermarking is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Usually, but not always, a secret key K available on both the embedding and authentication sides is used to generate a watermark to be embedded into the host media. The marked media is then delivered via the communication channel (e.g., internet, satellite, etc.) or stored in a database. To authenticate the marked media, the same secret key is used to generate the original watermark so as to be used for extracting and comparing against the embedded version. The difference map, the output of the authentication system, tells the authenticity of the media.
Fragile / semi-fragile digital watermarking is about embedding a small amount of information, the watermark, into the host media so that the watermark can be later extracted from the marked media to authenticate the identity of the embedder and to verify the content integrity of the media. The watermark can be an ID number of the embedder, a visually meaningful logo, or a sequence of random numbers generated with a secret key representing the embedder. The media can be text, audio, speech, image, video, or multimedia -a birthday paradox, using a hash function that produces a bit string of length l, the probability of finding at least two image blocks that hash to the same output is greater than 0.5 whenever roughly 2 l/2 watermarked image blocks are available. To be considered effective, a fragile / semi-fragile watermarking scheme must have the essential capabilities of detecting content-targeting attacks. Moreover, an effective fragile / semi-fragile watermarking scheme should show no security gaps to various kinds of scheme-targeting attacks such as cover-up, transplantation, and vector quantisation attacks.
Block-wise dependence is recognized as a key requirement to thwart vector quantisation [FGM00, HM00, LLC00, LY03, WM00]. However, it is also proved that the dependency with deterministic context is susceptible to transplantation attack or even simple cover-up attack [BKR02] . Nevertheless, Li el al pointed out in [LLC00] that even non-deterministic block-wise dependency (i.e., the neighboring relationship among individual pixels in the block is non-deterministic) as adopted in [FGB00] is still vulnerable to cropping attack.
Although spatial-domain approaches are effective for the applications where lossy compression is not acceptable (e.g., medical imaging), lossy compression standards such as JPEG and MPEG are commonly adopted for internet transmission and multimedia storage in order to make efficient use of bandwidth and storage. These two requirements make transform-domain approaches desirable. It is common in transform-domain schemes to watermark only a few selected transform coefficients in order to minimise embedding distortion. However, Hsieh et al pointed out in [HLW03] that leaving most of the coefficients unmarked results in a wide-open security gap for attacks to be mounted on them. A solution
Hsieh et al proposed in [HLW03] is to implicitly watermark all the coefficients by registering / blending the zero-valued coefficients with a binary sequence to create the watermark and involving the unembedable coefficients during the process of embedding the embeddable ones.
However, fragile watermarking is intolerant not only to malicious attacks but also to content-preserving or incidental operations (e.g., further compression, transcoding, bit rate scaling, and frame rate conversion), which do not change the semantics or content of the media. Those content-preserving operations are sometimes necessary in many multimedia applications wherein fragile watermarking is not practical. Semi-fragile watermarking [KH99, XA01] is the technique that allows those content-preserving operations while intolerant to malicious content altering operations such as removal of original objects from the media.
In some applications, such as medical imaging and forensic image archiving, even imperceptible distortion due to watermark embedding is not acceptable. For example, in legal cases of medical malpractice, any distortion of an image, even if it is a result of watermark embedding itself, would cause serious debate in court. Therefore, the capability of recovering the original unwatermarked media from the authenticated watermarked version is of significant value for this type of applications. A watermarking scheme with this capability is referred to as reversible [vvB03] , erasable [CMJ02] or invertible watermarking
In addition, it is more practical for a watermarking scheme to be able to verify the authenticity and integrity of the media without referring to the original versions. This characteristic is commonly called obliviousness or blind verification. In a more restrictive sense, obliviousness can also mean that no a priori knowledge (e.g., image index) about the image is required in the authentication process.
Low positive and negative rates are also the important factors of effective schemes.
False positive rate is the occurrence rate that the watermark detector extracts a watermark that was not actually embedded. On the contrary, false negative rate is the occurrence rate that the watermark detector fails to extract an embedded watermark. Low false positive and false negative rates are usually in conflict with low embedding distortion because reducing false positive and false negative rates usually means increasing the amount of watermark, which inevitably will inflict higher distortion on the quality of the watermarked media.
The afore-mentioned challenges and attacks do not constitute an exhaustive list since more new attacks are expected to be devised in the future. Nevertheless, at present, an effective watermarking scheme for authentication purpose should have the capability of thwarting those known attacks.
Watermarking Approaches to Authentication
This section is intended to introduce some solutions to the problems posed previously.
Several watermarking approaches are discussed as follows.
Fragile Watermarking Schemes
Among the proposed spatial-domain fragile watermarking techniques, the Yeung-Mintzer scheme [YM97] is one of the earliest and frequently cited. In [YM97] , the watermark is a visually significant binary logo, which is much smaller than the image to be marked and is used to form a binary image as big as the image. Watermark embedding is conducted by scanning each pixel and performing the watermark extraction function based on a look-up table generated with a secret key. If the extracted watermark bit is equal to the authentic watermark bit, the pixel is left unchanged; otherwise, the gray scale of the pixel is adjusted until the extracted watermark bit is equal to the authentic one. Because of its pixel-wise scanning fashion, local tampering can be localized to pixel accuracy. The pixel-wise watermarking fashion is actually a special case of the block-wise style with block size equal to 1.
However, due to the lack of interrelationship among neighboring pixels during the watermarking process, their scheme is vulnerable to cover-up attacks when there are local features surrounded by a relatively larger smooth background. For example, without knowing the secret key, a handgun on the floor of a criminal scene can still be covered up by pasting a patch taken from the background. Another well-known fragile watermarking technique is Wong's public key scheme reported in [Won98] . In this scheme, the gray scales of the least significant bits (LSBs) of the However, like Yeung-Mintzer scheme, this method is also block-wise independent, and, therefore, vulnerable to cover-up and vector quantization attacks. Since the block size of
Wong's scheme is 64, according to birthday paradox, given 2 32 blocks, vector quantization attack can be successful with relatively high probability. This is possible in the applications of medical image archiving where large image database is maintained. Due to the lack of mutual dependence among neighbouring blocks during the watermarking process, this scheme is also vulnerable to transplantation attacks. Moreover, the output length of the hash function sets the lower bound on the block size. Thus, the tampering localization accuracy is limited.
To thwart vector quantization attack, Wong and Memon [WM00] proposed an improved scheme by adding an image index and a block index to the inputs of the hash function. With this new version, to forge each block, the choices for the attacker are now limited to only the blocks from all authenticated images with the same block index. Adding the image index is one step further to secure the scheme against the vector quantization attack. In this case, since the image index is just like a unique serial number of the image, therefore, vector quantization cannot succeed. However, this idea works at the expense of requiring the verifier to have the a priori knowledge about the image index, which limits its applicability to some extent. For example, an intelligence agent in a hostile territory has to send the index of the image he / she wants to transmit through a secure channel to the verifier.
Recognizing the importance of establishing dependence among neighboring pixels or blocks, Li et al proposed a scheme [LLC00] that uses a binary feature map extracted from the underlying image as watermark. The watermark is then divided into blocks of size 32 × 16 pixels. Block-wise dependence is established by blending the neighbouring blocks before encrypting and embedding into LSBs of the image. This method is effectively resistant to vector quantization and cover-up attacks and requires no a priori knowledge about the original image. However, the accuracy of localization is limited by the block size. Moreover, like the scheme of [Won98] , this scheme is also vulnerable to transplantation attack because the contextual dependence is established based on deterministic information. To circumvent these drawbacks, Li and Yang further proposed a scheme [LY03] , which is immune to transplantation attack and is significantly accurate in locating tampering. To watermark the underlying image, the scheme adjusts the gray scale of each pixel by an imperceptible quantity according to the consistency between a key-dependent binary watermark bit and the parity of a bit stream converted from the gray scales of a secrete neighborhood. The members of the secret neighborhood is selected according to the watermark sequence generated with the secret-key, and therefore cannot be deterministically reestablished by the attacker. However, it is a spatial-domain approach, which is not suitable for transform-domain applications.
Although there are some transform-domain schemes reported in the literature, a common security gaps inherent in many of them [WKBC02, WL98, XA01] is that they neither explicitly nor implicitly watermark all the transform coefficients. As a result, manipulation of those unwatermarked coefficients will go unnoticed. For example, in the wavelet transform-domain approach proposed by Winne at el. [WKBC02] , to minimize embedding distortion and maintain high localization accuracy, only the coefficients of the high frequency sub-bands at the finest scale of the luminance component are watermarked.
All the other coefficients and components are neither watermarked nor involved during the watermarking process of the embeddable coefficients. In [XA01] , to make the scheme semi-fragile, only the LL component of the coarsest scale (i.e., the approximate of the original image) are involved in generating the signature, which is then used as the watermark.
To minimize embedding distortion, only the coefficients of the finest scale are watermarked.
Consequently, tampering the coefficients in other sub-bands and scales will certainly go undetected. For example, locally tampering the three unwatermarked high frequency sub-bands at the coarsest scale, which are not involved in generating the signature, is highly likely to change or at least destroy the semantic meaning of the watermarked image without raising alarm.
Given the limitations of the reviewed schemes, Hsieh et al designed a transform-domain scheme in [HLW03] , which is immune to the afore-mentioned attacks and provides protection for all the transform coefficients without explicitly watermarking all of them. To embed the watermark, the target image X is first DCT transformed and quantised.
A binary image A as big as X is generated with a secret key. A second binary image, B, is then created so that all its pixels corresponding to the non-zero-valued coefficients are set to 1 and the others set to 0. B is intended to serve the purpose of registering the positions of the zero-valued coefficients. A binary watermark W is then created by taking the result of XOR operation on the binary images A and B. Like X, W is also divided into blocks of 8 × 8 pixels.
For each DCT block X i , four non-zero coefficients X i (h), X i (h-1), X i (h-2), and X i (h-3) with their frequencies lower or equal to a middle frequency h are identified as watermarkable.
The four selected coefficients X i (j), j ∈ [h-3, h], are modulated based on their corresponding watermark bits W i (j) and a secret sum S i (j) such that Equation (1) is satisfied.
where Parity(⋅) is a function which returns 1 or 0 as output to indicate that the number of '1' bits of its argument is odd or even.  is an operator that concatenates S i (j) and X i (j) expressed in two's complement format. The secret sum S i (j) is the sum of the non-zero unwatermarkable coefficients selected according to their corresponding watermark bits and W i (j) from a neighborhood N i (j) consisting of the DCT block X i and its eight closest neighboring blocks. It can be expressed as
The watermarking process repeats until all the blocks are marked. To authenticate and verify the received image, the verifier performs the same operations as applied on the embedding side in the reversed order to extract the embedded watermark and compares it with the original watermark generated in the same manner as that adopted by the embedder.
A set of experimental results of this scheme is shown in Figure 2 . 
Semi-Fragile Watermarking Schemes
One characteristic of the afore-mentioned fragile watermarking scheme is their zero tolerance to any types of changes no matter how small they are. This characteristic makes the fragile scheme unsuitable in many applications where content-preserving manipulation is necessary. In order to make efficient use of bandwidth and storage, media are often transmitted or stored in compressed formats according to some specific standards such as JPEG and MPEG. Transcoding is also a common practice to convert media from one format to another (e.g., from JPEG to TIFF). Compression and transcoding are deemed acceptable in many internet and multimedia applications as they preserve the content. However, fragile watermarking schemes do not differentiate content-preserving operations from malicious tampering. Therefore, to meet the needs for authenticating the further compressed or trans-coded watermarked media, it is desirable to have semi-fragile schemes that are sensitive to malicious manipulations while tolerant to content-preserving operations.
Kundur and Hatzinakos developed a semi-fragile watermarking scheme [KH99] for image authentication, which embed the watermark by quantising the wavelet coefficients to a predetermined degree. The scheme works as follows. They defined a quantisation function
where f stands for any coefficient,  ⋅ is the floor function which returns the largest integer smaller than or equal to its argument, l is the index of the decomposition level, and δ, the quantissation step, is a positive integer. To watermark the image, the L-level Haar wavelet transform is performed first. Then for all the coefficients except the ones of the approximation of the image (i.e., the coefficients of the lowest frequency sub-band) are subjected to the selection by using a secret key ckey. For each selected coefficient f(i), if Eq.
(4) does not hold, the coefficient is adjusted according to Eq. (5). Eq. (4) and (5) are defined as follows.
where w(i) is the ith bit of the watermark sequence, qkey(i) is a function of the local component of the image around pixel i which returns either value 0 or 1 and is intended for increasing the security of the scheme, and ⊕ is the XOR operator,
where the operator := stands for assignment. After the watermarking process as described above is finished, inverse Haar wavelet transform is performed on the watermarked coefficients to create the watermarked image.
As most of the existing digital image formats require that the gray level of the pixels must be integer, when the inverse wavelet transform is applied to the watermarked coefficients the resulting gray level of the watermarked image pixel must be rounded to integer values. However, the rounding operation may result in changing the watermark because of this tiny numerical modification. To solve this problem, Kundur et al. chose Haar wavelet transform, exploiting the property that the coefficients at each decomposition level l are rational numbers of the form r/2 l where r is an integer value. Watermarking the coefficients by using Eq. (3) and adjusting the coefficients by a multiple of 2 l according to Eq. (5), the gray levels of the inverse wavelet transform are guaranteed to be integer. We can also see from Eq. (3) and (5) that the quantisation step δ determines the degree of distortion and sensitivity of the scheme to changes in the image. A smaller value of δ inflicts less significant distortion on the visual quality of the image while making the scheme less tolerant to changes.
Depending on the applications, the watermarked image may be subjected to some kind of content-preserving operations (e.g., lossy compression) before the image is transmitted through the communication channel or stored in the database. Therefore, to verify its authenticity, the received or retrieved watermarked image has to be transformed or decoded back to its spatial domain wherein the watermark extraction described as follows can take place. To extract the embedded watermark, the L-level Haar wavelet transform exactly as carried out in the embedding process is performed first. Then for all the coefficients except the ones of the approximation of the image are subjected to the selection by using a secret key ckey. For each selected coefficient f(i), the corresponding watermark bit ) ( i w is extracted according to
A tamper assessment function TAF is then calculated according to
where w and w are the original and extracted watermark sequences, respectively, and N w is the length of the watermark sequences. The received / retrieved image is deemed authentic if the value of ) , ( TAF w w < T, where 0 ≤ T ≤ 1 is a user defined threshold. Otherwise, the changes to the image are considered content preserving and acceptable. The value of T is application dependent. We can see that the higher its value is, the more sensitive the scheme becomes. Experiments conducted by Kundur et al. suggested that a value of approximately 0.15 for T allows the scheme to be robust to high quality JPEG compression but be able to detect additional tampering.
Although desirable, it is difficult to draw a clear boundary between acceptable and malicious manipulations. The designer has to bear in mind what the application is so as to differentiate acceptable distortions from the malicious ones.
Reversible Watermarking Schemes
One limitation of watermarking-based authentication schemes is the distortion inflicted on the host media by the embedding process. Although the distortion is often insignificant, it may not be acceptable for some applications, especially in the areas of medical and military imaging. Therefore, watermarking scheme capable of removing the distortion and recovering the original media after passing the authentication is desirable. Schemes with this capability are often referred to as reversible watermarking schemes (also known as invertible [FGD01] or erasable watermarking [CMJ02] ). None of the algorithms mentioned previously are reversible. Usually, a reversible scheme performs some type of lossless compression operation on the host media in order to make spaces for hiding the compressed data and the Message Authentication Code or MAC (e.g., hash, signature, or some other features derived from the media) used as the watermark. To authenticate the received media, the hidden information is extracted and the compressed data is decompressed to reveal the possible original media. MAC is then derived from the possible original media. If the newly derived MAC matches the extracted one, the possible original media is deemed authentic / original.
Two interesting reversible schemes are introduced as follows.
For the scheme proposed by Fridrich, Goljan, and Du [FGD01] , first, the 128-bit hash of all the DCT coefficients is calculated. Some middle frequency coefficients are then selected from each DCT block. The least significant bits of the selected coefficients are losselessly compressed when the coefficients are scanned in a secretly determined order. The lossless compression stops when enough space has been created for embedding the hash.
The compressed bit stream and the hash are then concatenated and replace the least significant bits of the selected coefficients. To verify the authenticity, the verifier follows the same protocol to select the same middle frequency coefficients in order to extract the compressed bit stream and hidden hash H from their least significant bits. The extracted compressed bit stream is then decompressed and used to replace the least significant bits unmapped in the range. The scheme then embeds a '1' watermark bit by increasing the gray level of any pixel with a gray level of x by 1 to make it equal to x +1 and a '0' by not changing anything. We can see that after the embedding process is done, the 'gap' corresponding to gray level x+1 is partially filled and the embedding capacity is determined by the occurrences of gray level x. By allowing more gaps, higher embedding capacity can be gained at the expense of greater distortion to the visual quality. Along with some overhead information indicating the whereabouts of the gaps, the watermark verifier can extract the information and restore the original image in a bit-exact manner. Experiments demonstrated that embedding rates of approximately 0.06 -0.60 bits per pixel could be achieved at PSNR levels of 45-50 dB. One drawback of this scheme is the needs for the overhead information and the protocol to be hidden in the image. Moreover, a potential security loophole in the scheme is that given the fact that the computational cost for extracting the watermark is insignificant, an attacker can defeat the scheme by exhausting all the 256 possible gray level assuming that the gray level being tried is the gap.
Conclusions
This chapter is about the use of digital watermarking for multimedia authentication.
Section 1 discussed the pressing needs for authenticating digital media in this information era and the two main categories of authentication techniques employed to meet these needs, namely labelling-based techniques and watermarking-based techniques. Characteristics of these two categories of techniques were compared and reasons why watermarking is preferred in some applications were argued.
Section 2 identified some common attacks and classified them into content-targeting attacks and scheme-targeting attacks. How the attacks could be mounted on the media and what requirements have to be met in order to thwart those attacks were also explained.
In Section 3, depending on the natures of the watermarking schemes and the desirable requirements of applications, digital watermarking schemes were broadly classified into three categories, namely fragile, semi-fragile, and reversible. Some existing schemes of each category were described in detail.
Based on the discussions made in the previous sections, it is observed that no single universal solution to all problems is currently in existence and is unlikely to be found in the future. The solutions are more likely to remain application dependent and trade-offs between the conflicting requirements of low distortion, low false positive and negative rates, and robustness to acceptable manipulations still have to be made. The authors expect that the future trends in this field are: increasing the localization accuracy, identify the type of tampering, restoring the original media.
